THE INNER AND OUTER OF EVOLUTIONARY LEADERSHIP III

Trusting Your Nature

3 Session Series with Kinde Nebeker & Tenneson Woolf
LEADERSHIP TODAY requires an integrated ability in both the inner and

the outer: the inner of personal presence and grounding, and the outer of
collaborative process and collective intelligence.
The Inner and Outer of Evolutionary Leadership Series (IOEL) is about
deliberately expanding perspective, growing leadership skills, cultivating
community, and growing courage for personal and collective action from an
evolutionary framework.
Trusting Your Nature builds on IOEL I and II (though attendance at those
is not a prerequisite), with emphasis on the qualities of our connection to
self, other, and the world — featuring a full day outside up in the Wasatch
Mountains.
SESSION 1: June 7, 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 			
Our Nature to Engage: Convening Groups
SESSION 2: June 10, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.		
Our Nature to Be: Deep Listening
SESSION 3: June 13, 6:30 - 9:30				
Our Nature to Evolve: The Cycle of Systems

WHEN:

June 7 & 13 from 6:30 to 9:30 pm
& June 10 from 9 am to 4 pm
Register by May 24, 2016
WHERE:

Wasatch Retreat Center (June 7 & 13)
75 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah

& Wasatch Mountains (June 10)
COST:

$149.95 individuals
$129.95 (per person)

for teams of 3 or more

REGIS T ER HERE NOW

Tenneson comes from the fields of organizational leadership and systems design,
helping people be smarter together. He currently hosts leadership trainings,
designs large conferences, and consults in strategic planning.
Kinde comes from a background of design and design education, transpersonal
psychology and ecopsychology. She leads workshops, guides wilderness rites
of passage trips and supports individuals in their psychological and spiritual
development.

“Listen close. Something other than the human
mind is at play here.”
— David Abram, cultural ecologist

